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Abstract  17 

Intense controversy surrounds the question of when children first understand that others can hold 18 

false beliefs. Results from traditional tasks suggest that false-belief understanding does not 19 

emerge until about 4 years of age and constitutes a major developmental milestone in social 20 

cognition. In contrast, results from nontraditional tasks, which have steadily accumulated over 21 

the past 10 years, suggest that false-belief understanding is already present in infants (under age 22 

2) and toddlers (ages 2-3) and thus forms an integral part of social cognition from early in life. 23 

Here we first present an overview of the findings from nontraditional tasks. We then return to 24 

traditional tasks and argue that processing difficulties, rather than limitations in false-belief 25 

understanding, account for young children’s failure at these tasks. 26 

27 
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When does false-belief understanding emerge? 28 

Adults routinely make sense of others’ actions by inferring the mental states that underlie 29 

these actions; this ability is variously referred to as psychological reasoning, mindreading, or 30 

exhibiting a theory of mind. Much of the research on the development of this ability has focused 31 

on false-belief understanding, the capacity to understand that agents can be mistaken, or hold 32 

false beliefs, about the world. To demonstrate false-belief understanding, children must grasp, at 33 

least intuitively, the representational nature of the mind: They must realize that beliefs are 34 

internal representations rather than direct reflections of reality and, as such, can be inaccurate.  35 

When are children first able to attribute false beliefs and other counterfactual mental 36 

states to others? This question has generated intense controversy because different false-belief 37 

tasks have suggested different answers, leading to different characterizations of the development 38 

of false-belief understanding and psychological reasoning more generally. 39 

Traditionally, early false-belief understanding was assessed using elicited-prediction 40 

tasks, in which children are asked a test question that requires them to predict the behavior of an 41 

agent who holds a false belief [1-2]. In a well-known task [1], children heard a story enacted 42 

with props: Sally hid her marble in a basket and then left; in her absence, Anne moved the 43 

marble to a nearby box. Sally then returned, and children were asked, “Where will Sally look for 44 

her marble?” Most 4-year-olds correctly predicted that Sally would look for her marble in the 45 

basket; in contrast, most 3-year-olds incorrectly predicted that Sally would look in the box, as 46 

though unable to understand that Sally would hold a false belief about the marble’s location. This 47 

developmental pattern—from below-chance to above-chance performance—was confirmed with 48 

other false-belief scenarios [3-4] and was widely replicated in cultures around the world [5-6]. 49 

Based on these results, many researchers concluded that a fundamental change takes place in 50 
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psychological reasoning at about 4 years of age, when children begin to grasp the 51 

representational nature of the mind and become capable of understanding that agents can hold 52 

and act on false beliefs. False-belief understanding thus came to be viewed as a major 53 

developmental milestone that is not achieved until the preschool years and heralds a more 54 

advanced form of social cognition [2-8]. 55 

This conclusion was empirically challenged, however, by the discovery that 15-month-56 

old infants demonstrated false-belief understanding when tested with a violation-of-expectation 57 

task [9] (violation-of-expectation tasks take advantage of infants’ natural tendency to look longer 58 

at events that violate, as opposed to confirm, their expectations). Infants first saw an agent hide 59 

her toy in box-A as opposed to box-B. Next, infants received one of several belief-induction 60 

trials in which the agent came to hold either a true or false belief about the toy’s location. In the 61 

subsequent test trial, the agent reached into either box-A or box-B and then paused. Infants 62 

expected the agent to reach into whichever box she believed contained the toy, regardless of 63 

whether her belief was true or false, and they detected a violation if she reached into the other 64 

box instead. 65 

These results suggested that infants already attribute false beliefs to agents, calling into 66 

question the conclusion that false-belief understanding is not achieved until about 4 years of age. 67 

This finding launched a new wave of research as investigators from different laboratories 68 

devised a wide array of novel tasks to assess early false-belief understanding. We refer to these 69 

as nontraditional tasks, to distinguish them from the traditional, elicited-prediction tasks 70 

described above. 71 

To date, over 30 published reports using nontraditional tasks have provided positive 72 

evidence of false-belief understanding in infants (under age 2) and toddlers (ages 2-3). In this 73 
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article, we first present an overview of these findings and then discuss how they can be 74 

reconciled with the findings from traditional tasks. 75 

Nontraditional false-belief tasks 76 

 Nontraditional tasks do not require answering a test question about the likely behavior of 77 

a mistaken agent: They use alternative ways of assessing children’s understanding of the agent’s 78 

false belief. Nontraditional tasks vary considerably in the paradigms they use, the false-belief 79 

scenarios they present, and the linguistic demands they impose. They have also been used, to 80 

similar effect, in different cultures. 81 

Different paradigms 82 

 Nontraditional tasks can be divided into two categories: spontaneous-response and 83 

elicited-intervention tasks [10]. 84 

Spontaneous-response tasks. In spontaneous-response tasks, children watch a scene in 85 

which an agent comes to hold a false belief, and their understanding of this belief is inferred 86 

from their spontaneous responses to the unfolding scene. To date, evidence of early false-belief 87 

understanding has been obtained with seven types of spontaneous responses, some behavioral 88 

and others neural. 89 

Focusing first on behavioral responses, when an agent holds a false belief about a scene, 90 

infants age 7 months and older have been found to look significantly longer when the agent acts 91 

in a manner that is inconsistent, as opposed to consistent, with this belief (violation-of-92 

expectation tasks) [9, 11-24]. When an agent falsely believes that a desired object is in location-93 

A, infants age 17 months and older visually anticipate that the agent will approach location-A 94 

(anticipatory-looking tasks) [25-32], and infants age 18 months and older spontaneously point to 95 

inform the agent that the object has been moved to another location or has been replaced with an 96 
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aversive object (anticipatory-pointing tasks) [33-34]. When told a false-belief story accompanied 97 

by pictures, toddlers age 2.5 years and older look preferentially at the final picture that correctly, 98 

as opposed to incorrectly, completes the story (preferential-looking tasks) [35]. Toddlers age 2.5 99 

years and older also express more tension in their facial expressions when an agent who is 100 

approaching a container is mistaken, as opposed to ignorant, about its contents (affective-101 

response tasks) [36]. 102 

Turning next to neural responses, when an agent falsely believes that a container holds a 103 

desired object, 6-month-olds expect the agent to search for the object: Electroencephalographic 104 

(EEG) measurement shows an increase in sensorimotor alpha-band suppression (a neural 105 

correlate of action prediction), which is absent when the agent falsely believes that the container 106 

is empty (neural action-prediction task) [37]. Finally, when an agent falsely believes that an 107 

object is behind an occluder (unbeknownst to the agent, the object disintegrates once occluded), 108 

8-month-olds encode the agent’s false belief about the continued presence of the object: EEG 109 

measurement shows an increase in temporal gamma-band activation (a neural correlate of 110 

sustained object representation during occlusion), which is absent when the agent witnesses the 111 

object’s disintegration (neural sustained-representation task) [38]. 112 

Elicited-intervention tasks. In elicited-intervention tasks, children watch a scene in 113 

which an agent comes to hold a false belief, and then they are prompted to perform some action 114 

for the agent; to succeed, children must take into account the agent’s false belief [39-43]. For 115 

instance, in one task [39], an experimenter first showed 18-month-olds how to lock and unlock 116 

box-A and box-B; the boxes were left unlocked. Next, an agent entered the room, hid his toy in 117 

box-A, and then left. While he was gone, the experimenter moved the toy to box-B and locked 118 

both boxes. When the agent returned, he tried vainly to open box-A. When prompted to help him 119 
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(“Go on, help him!”), most infants approached box-B, suggesting that they understood he wanted 120 

his toy and falsely believed it was still in box-A. In another task [43], 17-month-olds watched as 121 

an agent hid two distinct toys in box-A and box-B and then left. In her absence, an experimenter 122 

switched the toys’ locations. When the agent returned, she pointed to box-A, said she wanted the 123 

toy in it, and asked infants, “Can you get it for me?” Most infants approached box-B, suggesting 124 

that they realized the agent held a false belief about which toy was in which box and that they 125 

understood which toy she wanted. 126 

Different false-belief scenarios 127 

 Nontraditional tasks have employed a wide range of false-belief scenarios that differ 128 

along many dimensions. 129 

 Types of false beliefs. Nontraditional tasks have produced evidence that infants and 130 

toddlers can attribute a wide variety of false beliefs to agents, including false beliefs about the 131 

presence [14, 37], location [9, 39], identity [17, 41], and obvious and non-obvious properties [18, 132 

36] of objects, as well as false beliefs about the moral characters of other agents [12]. 133 

 Nontraditional tasks also differ in the causal processes that give rise to agents’ false 134 

beliefs. In some cases, agents gain information when witnessing an event, but this information 135 

becomes outdated in their absence. For example, when an agent saw a desired object move into 136 

location-A, and in the agent’s absence the object moved to location-B or left the scene, infants 137 

age 6 months and older expected the returning agent to falsely believe the object was still in 138 

location-A [9, 37]. In other cases, agents are led by a series of similar events to assume, wrongly, 139 

that the next event will follow the same pattern. For example, after an agent saw a desired object 140 

being hidden in location-A four times, 13-month-olds expected the agent to falsely assume the 141 

object had again been hidden in location-A [22]. Similarly, after an agent was shown that three 142 
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boxes contained a block, 18-month-olds expected the agent to falsely assume a fourth box also 143 

contained a block [40]. In yet other cases, agents are led by a general expectation about the world 144 

to draw an inference that happens not to hold true in the scene. For example, after seeing an 145 

experimenter shake object-A to produce a rattling sound, 18-month-olds expected an agent who 146 

wanted to produce the same effect to mistakenly select a similar object-A over a dissimilar 147 

object-B, on the general expectation that similar objects are more likely to share non-obvious 148 

properties [18]. Likewise, when an agent announced that she wanted to color, 2.5-year-olds 149 

expected her to reach for a box of crayons as opposed to a box of cheerios, on the general 150 

expectation that commercial packages usually hold their depicted contents [13]. 151 

 Finally, in some nontraditional tasks, the agent holds not just one false belief, but two 152 

causally interlocking false beliefs. For example, when two toys were placed in location-A and 153 

location-B, and perceptual or contextual cues misled the agent about the identity of the toy in 154 

location-A, infants age 14 months and older expected the agent to falsely infer that the other toy 155 

was in location-B [17, 20]. 156 

 Belief-based behaviors. Nontraditional tasks have produced evidence that infants and 157 

toddlers can reason about a wide range of behaviors by agents with false beliefs. These behaviors 158 

include: (a) physical actions, such as where a mistaken agent will search for a desired object or 159 

which object she will select to produce a desired effect [9, 18]; (b) social interactions, such as 160 

whether a mistaken agent will continue to interact positively with another agent [12]; (c) verbal 161 

statements, such as which object a mistaken agent intends to label or request [42-43]; and (d) 162 

emotional responses, such as how an agent will react upon discovering she was mistaken [16]. In 163 

this last task, 20-month-olds first watched an agent play with two rattling toys. In her absence, an 164 

experimenter manipulated one of the toys to render it silent. When the agent returned and shook 165 
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the silent toy, infants expected her to look surprised and looked significantly longer if she looked 166 

satisfied instead (this pattern reversed if the agent knew one of the toys had been manipulated).  167 

 Infants can reason not only about the behaviors of agents who hold false beliefs, but also 168 

about the behaviors of deceptive agents who seek to implant false beliefs. In a task with 17-169 

month-olds [19], a thief attempted to secretly steal a desirable rattling toy during its owner’s 170 

absence by substituting a less desirable silent toy (Figure 1). Results indicated that infants 171 

understood that the thief (a) sought to implant in the owner a false belief about the identity of the 172 

silent toy and (b) could achieve this deceptive goal only by substituting a silent toy that was 173 

visually identical to the rattling toy (otherwise the owner would detect the substitution as soon as 174 

she saw the silent toy). Additional results indicated that infants expected the returning owner to 175 

be deceived by this substitution and to store the silent toy in her treasure box alongside her other 176 

rattling toys. 177 

Different linguistic demands 178 

While nontraditional tasks with infants are typically non-verbal, those with toddlers can 179 

be either non-verbal or verbal. Some verbal nontraditional tasks make linguistic demands 180 

comparable to those of traditional tasks. In one task [35], for example, 2.5-year-old toddlers 181 

heard a story about a character named Emily who hid an apple in one of two locations; in her 182 

absence, the apple was moved to the other location. The story was accompanied by a large 183 

picture book; each double-page showed one picture that matched the story and one that did not. 184 

The story ended with the line, “Emily is looking for her apple”, and in the final double-page one 185 

picture showed Emily searching for her apple where she falsely believed it to be (original-186 

location picture) and the other picture showed her searching for her apple in its current location 187 

(current-location picture). Results indicated that (a) as the story unfolded, toddlers looked 188 
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preferentially at the matching picture on each double-page, suggesting that they had no difficulty 189 

following the story, and (b) on the final double-page, toddlers looked preferentially at the 190 

original-location picture, suggesting that they understood that Emily would falsely believe her 191 

apple was still in its original location. 192 

  Other verbal nontraditional tasks incorporate test questions similar to those asked in 193 

traditional tasks (e.g., “Where will Sally look for her marble?”). In some tasks, instead of 194 

directing the test question at the child, the experimenter utters it in a self-addressed manner, as 195 

though thinking out loud, and investigators measure whether toddlers visually anticipate which 196 

location Sally will search [25-26]. In other tasks, the test question is directed at an adult 197 

“bystander,” and researchers measure whether toddlers look significantly longer when the adult 198 

answers incorrectly and points to the toy’s current as opposed to original location [35]. Both 199 

types of tasks have yielded positive results with toddlers age 2.5 years and older. Thus, although 200 

toddlers fail to demonstrate false-belief understanding when asked the test question directly (as 201 

shown in traditional tasks), they succeed when they merely overhear this question. 202 

 Different cultures  203 

Nontraditional tasks have produced evidence of early false-belief understanding not only 204 

in Western cultures, as reviewed above, but also in non-Western cultures [11]. Positive results 205 

were obtained with three spontaneous-response tasks—a non-verbal violation-of-expectation task 206 

and verbal anticipatory-looking and preferential-looking tasks—in traditional non-Western 207 

communities: a Salar community in western China, a Shuar/Colono community in Ecuador, and 208 

a Yasawan community in Fiji. In each task, children performed similarly to children from the 209 

United States [18, 26, 35], suggesting that the capacity to attribute false beliefs emerges 210 

universally early in development. 211 
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Why do young children fail at traditional false-belief tasks? 212 

How can we reconcile the strikingly divergent findings from traditional and 213 

nontraditional false-belief tasks? Why do children fail at traditional tasks until about 4 years of 214 

age, but succeed at nontraditional tasks beginning in the first year of life? There currently exist 215 

two broad views on this question. 216 

According to the fundamental-change view, traditional tasks tap genuine false-belief 217 

understanding, which develops during the preschool years as a result of significant conceptual, 218 

executive-function, linguistic, and/or meta-representational advances [2-8, 44-51]. According to 219 

Perner and Roessler [48], for example, correctly answering test questions such as, “Where will 220 

Sally look for her marble?” “requires an intentional switch of perspectives not possible before 4 221 

years of age” (p. 519). For some proponents of this view, the evidence from nontraditional tasks 222 

is open to low-level alternative interpretations that implicate no false-belief understanding [46, 223 

49]; for other proponents, this evidence reveals only a minimal form of false-belief 224 

understanding [44-45, 47, 50-51] (Box 1). Either way, a major shift is thought to occur in the 225 

preschool years, which makes possible correct responses in traditional tasks. 226 

According to the substantial-continuity view, traditional and nontraditional tasks tap the 227 

same genuine false-belief understanding, but traditional tasks are subject to greater processing 228 

difficulties [52-56]. Although proponents of this view differ in their descriptions of these 229 

difficulties (Box 2), they agree that false-belief reasoning emerges early in life and gradually 230 

becomes more efficient and more nuanced with age and experience. 231 

Which of these views is correct? From our perspective, the extensive evidence reviewed 232 

in the previous section casts doubt on the fundamental-change view. As convergent findings of 233 

early false-belief understanding have steadily accumulated over the past 10 years, it has become 234 
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increasingly unlikely that low-level alternative interpretations could account for all of these 235 

findings. Claims that infants and toddlers are limited to a minimal form of false-belief 236 

understanding are also difficult to accept. As our review of nontraditional tasks makes clear, 237 

early false-belief understanding is remarkably sophisticated. Infants and toddlers correctly reason 238 

about many different false-belief scenarios, and they express this understanding in behaviors 239 

ranging from looking and affective responses to spontaneous and elicited actions. Toddlers also 240 

correctly interpret test questions such as, “Where will Sally look for her marble?” when they 241 

merely overhear such questions. Given these various findings, it seems unlikely that traditional 242 

tasks tap an advanced form of false-belief understanding fundamentally distinct from that 243 

available to infants and toddlers. 244 

Additional evidence against the fundamental-change view comes from experiments that 245 

tested one key prediction from the substantial-continuity view: If young children fail at 246 

traditional tasks due to processing difficulties, then reducing these difficulties should result in 247 

success before age 4. At least two sets of findings have provided support for this prediction. 248 

Reducing inhibitory-control demands. Many attempts at reducing processing difficulties 249 

in traditional tasks have focused on inhibitory-control demands for two reasons. First, Leslie and 250 

his colleagues [57-58] proposed a computational model in which inhibitory control is necessary 251 

for children to express their false-belief understanding. When children are asked the test 252 

question, “Where will Sally look for her marble?”, an incorrect prepotent response based on the 253 

marble’s actual location is triggered (why this is so is currently debated, as discussed in Box 2); 254 

this prepotent response must then be inhibited for children to answer correctly based on Sally’s 255 

false belief. Because young children’s inhibitory control is immature [59], however, they cannot 256 

effectively suppress this response and thus mistakenly point to the marble’s current location. 257 
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Second, correlational studies with preschoolers found a significant association between 258 

performance in traditional false-belief tasks and performance in tasks that measure conflict 259 

inhibitory control, the ability to suppress a prepotent response while activating a conflicting 260 

response (e.g., saying “day” when shown a picture of the moon) [60-62]. 261 

In line with this research, investigators have found that when inhibitory-control demands 262 

in traditional tasks are reduced by various means, 3.5- to 4-year-olds often succeed [63-69]. In 263 

one low-inhibition task, for example, children were asked where Sally would look first for her 264 

marble, underscoring the need to respond based on Sally’s belief rather than on the marble’s 265 

current location [67-69]. In another task, children helped the experimenter deceive Sally by 266 

moving her marble to a new location, again underscoring the importance of Sally’s false belief 267 

[64]. In yet another task, children were told that Sally believed her marble was in the basket 268 

when in fact both containers were empty or held other objects; because children did not know the 269 

marble’s actual location, the incorrect prepotent response triggered by the test question was 270 

weaker and easier to suppress [63]. 271 

 Reducing total processing demands. In contrast to 3.5- to 4-year-olds, children age 3 and 272 

younger typically perform only at chance in low-inhibition tasks [8, 68-70]. In one task [70], for 273 

example, 2.5-year-old toddlers heard a story accompanied by a picture book: Emma found an 274 

apple in one of two containers, moved it to the other container, and then went outside to play 275 

with her ball; in her absence, her brother Ethan found the apple and took it away. Emma then 276 

returned to look for her apple. In the test trial, children were shown pictures of the two containers 277 

and were asked the test question, “Where will Emma look for her apple?” Because toddlers did 278 

not know the apple’s actual location, the weak prepotent response triggered by the test question 279 

should have been easier to suppress. Nevertheless, toddlers performed only at chance. Such 280 
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negative results are often taken to support the fundamental-change view [8, 62]: Only transitional 281 

children who are approaching their fourth birthday and are well on their way to acquiring the 282 

genuine false-belief understanding necessary for success at traditional tasks can fully benefit 283 

from a reduction in inhibitory-control demands. However, alternative interpretations of these 284 

negative results consistent with the substantial-continuity view are also possible. 285 

 In line with their expanded-processing-demands account (discussed in Box 2), Setoh, 286 

Scott, and Baillargeon [70] suggested that children age 3 and younger might perform at chance in 287 

low-inhibition tasks simply because the total amount of concurrent processing demands in the 288 

tasks, though admittedly reduced, is still large enough to overwhelm young children’s limited 289 

information-processing resources. In the low-inhibition task described above, for example, 290 

toddlers had to manage at least three processes: false-belief representation – as the story 291 

unfolded, children had to form and maintain a representation of Emma’s false belief; response 292 

generation – when asked the test question, children had to interpret it, hold it in mind, and 293 

generate a response; and inhibitory control – children had to inhibit the weak incorrect prepotent 294 

response triggered by the test question to answer correctly. This analysis led to the following 295 

prediction: If toddlers performed at chance in the task because their limited information-296 

processing resources were overwhelmed by the total amount of processing demands in the task, 297 

then they might succeed if this amount were further lowered by also reducing response-298 

generation demands. 299 

 To test this prediction, two practice trials were interspersed among the story trials (Figure 300 

2). In one practice trial, children saw an apple and a banana and were asked, “Where is Emma’s 301 

apple?”; in the other, they saw a ball and a frisbee and were asked, “Where is Emma’s ball?” In 302 

each case, toddlers were required to point to the matching picture. These trials thus gave children 303 
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practice interpreting a “where” question and producing a response by pointing to one of two 304 

pictures. As predicted, toddlers now performed above chance in the test trial, pointing to the 305 

container Emma falsely believed held her apple. Additional experiments indicated that toddlers 306 

performed at chance if they received only one practice trial or if the practice trials differed in 307 

form from the test trial, rendering them less effective at reducing response-generation demands. 308 

Finally, toddlers performed below chance if the practice trials were embedded in a high-309 

inhibition false-belief story, thereby increasing inhibitory-control demands. 310 

 Thus, across experiments, slight changes in the task’s processing demands led 2.5-year-311 

old toddlers to perform above chance, at chance, or below chance, providing evidence for the 312 

claim that early failures at traditional tasks stem from processing difficulties. Together with the 313 

many positive results from nontraditional tasks with infants and toddlers reviewed in the 314 

previous section, these findings provide strong support for the substantial-continuity view. 315 

Concluding Remarks 316 

The research reviewed in this article suggests three conclusions. First, false-belief 317 

understanding emerges early in life and is robust and sophisticated, allowing young children to 318 

reason about a wide variety of false-belief scenarios and to express this understanding with a 319 

wide range of spontaneous and elicited responses. Second, young children fail at traditional tasks 320 

not because their false-belief understanding is limited but because (a) they lack sufficient skill at 321 

one or more of the extraneous processes in the tasks or (b) they lack sufficient information-322 

processing resources to handle the tasks’ total processing demands. Third, reconciling findings 323 

from different false-belief tasks requires considering the full range of processes associated with 324 

each task, and this is true for both traditional and nontraditional tasks: Just as reducing 325 

processing difficulties in a traditional task can lead to success at younger ages [63-70], 326 
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increasing processing difficulties in a nontraditional task can lead to success at later ages [71; see 327 

also 72]. 328 

These conclusions are consistent with prior evidence that multiple factors are related to 329 

success in traditional tasks, including (a) developmental changes in inhibitory control, working 330 

memory, and verbal ability [60-62, 73], and (b) practice at conversing and answering questions 331 

about mental states with parents or siblings [74-76]. These conclusions are also consistent with 332 

findings that young children with advanced inhibitory-control abilities, such as crib bilinguals [77] 333 

and Chinese preschoolers [78], do not perform above chance in traditional tasks. Inhibitory-control 334 

demands are not the only demands in these tasks, so reducing only these demands may not be 335 

sufficient to allow success [see also 79]. 336 

 In sum, the evidence reviewed in this article indicates that infants’ and toddlers’ 337 

psychological-reasoning system allows them to represent counterfactual states as well as 338 

motivational and epistemic states. Contrary to what was traditionally thought, counterfactual-state 339 

reasoning does not constitute a major milestone in the development of psychological reasoning; it 340 

emerges early in life and, from the start, may contribute in several distinct ways to everyday social 341 

cognition (Box 3). 342 
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Box 1: Fundamental-change accounts 561 

Proponents of the fundamental-change view have offered two types of accounts for the 562 

findings of nontraditional tasks. 563 

 Nonmentalistic accounts. Nonmentalistic accounts argue that infants cannot represent 564 

mental states and that their responses in nontraditional tasks stem from low-level processes. In 565 

some accounts, infants’ responses reflect perceptual novelty [46, 80]. In initial trials, infants 566 

encode “configurations of persons relating to objects” [80, p. 462] or, more primitively, 567 

configurations of “colours, shapes, and movements” [46, p. 648]; in subsequent trials, infants 568 

look longer when novel configurations deviate from previous encodings. Other accounts argue 569 

that infants bring to the laboratory behavioral rules [49, 81] that “capture the workings of the 570 

mind without mentioning the mind” [81, p. 259]. In everyday life, infants detect mind-blind 571 

statistical rules for how agents behave in particular situations. When infants encounter similar 572 

situational conditions in nontraditional tasks, they retrieve the appropriate rules and look longer 573 

when observed actions deviate from predicted actions. 574 

 There are two reasons to doubt nonmentalistic accounts. First, these accounts are 575 

inconsistent with the wealth of evidence, accumulated over the past 20 years, that infants engage 576 

in psychological reasoning [10, 82-84]. Second, many nontraditional tasks include control 577 

conditions that challenge low-level interpretations, because across conditions infants respond 578 

differently to similar test events [17-19, 28]. The study depicted in Figure 1, for example, 579 

included a control condition in which the owner always shook her toy when she returned in the 580 

familiarization trials, before storing or discarding it. Infants now looked equally during the 581 

matching and non-matching test trials, as neither substitution could deceive the owner. 582 
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Two-system accounts. Other accounts grant infants a minimal capacity for reasoning 583 

about mental states, but assume that the early-developing system that makes possible success at 584 

nontraditional tasks is distinct from, and considerably more primitive than, the late-developing 585 

system that emerges around age 4 and enables success at traditional tasks [44-45, 47, 50-51]. In 586 

Butterfill and Apperly’s two-system account [44], for example, the early-developing system 587 

cannot represent false beliefs per se: instead, it tracks belief-like “registrations.” Upon 588 

encountering an object, an agent registers its location and properties; by tracking this 589 

registration—even if it becomes outdated in the agent’s absence—the early-developing system 590 

can predict the agent’s actions (e.g., an agent will search for her toy where she last registered it). 591 

There are several reasons to doubt that two systems with distinct neurological substrates 592 

and computational capacities underlie success in traditional and nontraditional tasks. In the case 593 

of numerical cognition, for example, there is overwhelming evidence that the object-tracking and 594 

analog-number systems activate distinct brain regions and perform distinct computations [85-595 

86]. The case of false-belief understanding is very different, however. First, neuroscientific 596 

investigations with adults indicate that traditional and nontraditional tasks engage anatomically 597 

similar regions within the temporal-parietal junction [87-89]. Second, claims about the early-598 

developing system’s signature limits (e.g., an inability to track false beliefs about identity) have 599 

been overturned [17, 19-20, 41; see also 90]. Finally, as discussed in the text, even toddlers 600 

succeed at traditional tasks when processing demands are sufficiently reduced [70].  601 

602 
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Box 2: Substantial-continuity accounts   603 

Proponents of the substantial-continuity view differ in their accounts of which processing 604 

difficulties lead young children to fail at traditional tasks such as the Sally-Anne task. 605 

Inhibitory-demands account. In this account, children fail to attribute a false belief to 606 

Sally due to limited inhibitory control [58, 91]. When children are asked the test question, their 607 

psychological-reasoning system suggests two possible beliefs for attribution, one corresponding 608 

to Sally’s false belief and one corresponding to children’s own true belief about the marble’s 609 

location. A selection process then reviews these beliefs and attributes the second one by default 610 

(as agents’ beliefs are usually true), unless it has sufficient inhibitory power suppress this true-611 

belief bias. 612 

Pragmatic accounts. In pragmatic accounts, children correctly attribute a false belief to 613 

Sally but misinterpret the test question due to limited pragmatic skills [54, 67, 69, 92-95]. In 614 

some of these accounts, the experimenter’s mention of the marble leads children to focus on its 615 

current location or on the knowledge they share with the experimenter about this location 616 

(referential bias) [54, 92-94]. In other accounts, children interpret the test question as asking 617 

where Sally should look for the marble (normative bias) or as requesting that they help Sally find 618 

the marble (cooperative bias) [54, 92]. In yet another account, children must select among three 619 

possible interpretations of the test question: a request that they help Sally find the marble, a 620 

request that they exhibit their knowledge about the marble’s actual location, and a request that 621 

they exhibit their knowledge about Sally’s false belief; to succeed, a child “needs not only to 622 

decipher the experimenter’s query correctly, but also to inhibit answers suggested by alternative 623 

interpretations” [95, p. 170]. 624 

Expanded-processing-demands account. In this account [70], children correctly attribute 625 
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a false belief to Sally and also correctly interpret the test question, but when attempting to 626 

generate a response they fail to access Sally’s belief due to processing demands. As children 627 

begin mentally addressing the test question, they first consult their own knowledge about the 628 

marble’s current location; they must then inhibit this knowledge to tap their representation of 629 

Sally’s false belief. Failure to access this belief may occur for one of two reasons. First, children 630 

may lack sufficient skill at one of the processes involved in the task; for example, they may lack 631 

sufficient inhibitory-control skill to suppress their own knowledge or resist “the pull of the real” 632 

[42]. Second, children may be able to execute each process separately but lack sufficient 633 

information-processing resources to handle the total concurrent processing demands of the task 634 

(see text).  635 

According to the expanded-processing-demands account, explaining why children fail at 636 

a false-belief task requires considering the full range of processes associated with the task. 637 

Multiple extraneous factors can contribute to failure in both traditional and nontraditional tasks 638 

[71, 96]. In a recent nontraditional preferential-looking task, for example, 3-year-olds with low 639 

verbal ability failed (i.e., were below chance in looking preferentially at the correct picture) 640 

when the false-belief narrative was made linguistically ambiguous [71]. 641 

642 
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Box 3: Benevolent Social Pretense in Everyday Life 643 

 The research reviewed in this article suggests that the ability to represent false beliefs and 644 

other counterfactual mental states emerges early, and universally, in development. How does this 645 

ability contribute to everyday social cognition? As we saw throughout this review, this ability 646 

allows infants and toddlers to predict, interpret, and respond appropriately to actions that would 647 

otherwise appear irrational (e.g., as when Sally searches an empty box for a toy that was moved to 648 

another location in her absence).  649 

However, there is another important way in which an early-emerging capacity for 650 

reasoning about counterfactual states may contribute to everyday social cognition. One of the 651 

candidate principles thought to underlie human moral cognition is ingroup support [84, 97-98]. 652 

Many facets of this principle and its two corollaries of ingroup care and ingroup loyalty require 653 

understanding and producing well-intentioned social pretense: Agents must often keep separate 654 

what they privately think and feel from what they publicly convey to others [84, 99]. With 655 

respect to ingroup care, for example, white lies and other forms of social acting are essential for 656 

maintaining positive ingroup relations. Similarly, shows of ingroup loyalty sometimes involve 657 

social pretense: Agents may publicly endorse the opinions of ingroup members while privately 658 

holding dissenting opinions. From this perspective, our remarkable human capacity for 659 

counterfactual-state reasoning may have gradually evolved in part due to its role in supporting a 660 

positive, peaceful, and cohesive ingroup life; selective pressures would have favored individuals 661 

capable of producing and understanding such benevolent pretense.  662 

If the preceding speculations are correct—and considerable research is needed to explore 663 

them—it makes clear one of the reasons why the capacity for counterfactual-state reasoning is so 664 

critical in humans. Although several species of great apes have recently been found to succeed at 665 
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a nontraditional anticipatory-looking task [100], it is likely that their capacity for false-belief 666 

understanding is very limited. By contrast, human children reason from an early age about a 667 

wide range of false beliefs, and then go on to master the context-sensitive use of social pretense 668 

in everyday interactions—a staggering accomplishment that is not fully achieved until late in 669 

development and is profoundly shaped by familial, social, and cultural practices [99]. 670 

671 
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Figure Legends 672 

Figure 1. Can 17-month-olds reason about the actions of deceptive agents who seek to 673 

implant false beliefs in others? In Scott et al. [19], infants saw three rattling-toy and three 674 

silent-toy familiarization trials, each with a different toy; the six toys differed in color and 675 

pattern. In the rattling-toy trials, the owner entered with a toy on a tray; she shook the toy, which 676 

rattled, returned it to the tray, and then left (the toy rattled only when briskly shaken). In her 677 

absence, the thief shook the toy and then replaced it on the tray. When the owner returned, she 678 

stored the toy in a treasure box. In the silent-toy trials, the toy was silent, the thief did not shake 679 

it, and the owner discarded it in a trashcan. In the test trial of the deception condition, the owner 680 

brought in a rattling test toy that was visually identical to a silent toy she had previously 681 

discarded; as before, she shook the toy and then left. The thief then picked up the rattling toy, 682 

looked into the trashcan, and selected either the matching silent toy (matching trial) or a non-683 

matching silent toy (non-matching trial). The thief placed the silent toy on the owner’s tray, hid 684 

the rattling test toy in a pocket, and then paused. In the deceived condition, each test trial began 685 

like the matching trial of the deception condition; After the thief hid the rattling test toy in her 686 

pocket, the owner returned, picked up the matching silent toy, and either stored it in the treasure 687 

box (store trial) or discarded it in the trashcan (discard trial). 688 

Figure 2. Can 2.5-year-olds succeed at a traditional task with reduced processing demands? 689 

In Setoh et al. [70], 2.5-year-olds heard a low-inhibition false-belief story accompanied by a 690 

picture book (A). In each of the six story trials, the experimenter turned a page toward the child, 691 

so that the picture on the page became visible, and then she recited a line of the story (B). The 692 

story introduced Emma (trial 1), who found an apple in one of two containers on a table: a bowl 693 

covered with a towel and a lidded box (which container held the apple was counterbalanced; trial 694 
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2). Emma moved her apple to the other container (this served to draw children’s attention to both 695 

containers; trial 3) and then she went outside to play with her ball (trial 4). In her absence, her 696 

brother Ethan found the apple and took it away (trial 5). Emma then returned to look for her 697 

apple (trial 6). In the test trial, children saw pictures of the bowl and box (sides counterbalanced) 698 

and were asked, “Where will Emma look for her apple?” To reduce response-generation 699 

demands, two practice trials were interspersed among the story trials. In each practice trial, 700 

children saw two images and were asked a question that required them to point to one of them 701 

(i.e. “Where is Emma’s apple/ball?”). These trials thus gave children practice interpreting a 702 

“where” question and producing a response by pointing to one of two pictures.  703 







Outstanding questions  

• The earliest evidence of false-belief understanding currently involves 6- to 10-month-

olds. Would younger infants also succeed at a range of nontraditional false-belief tasks? 

Are there significant developmental changes in early false-belief understanding?    

• Do nontraditional false-belief tasks in infants and toddlers engage the same brain regions 

as traditional and nontraditional false-belief tasks in adults? Positive findings would 

provide further evidence against the two-system view and for the substantial-continuity 

view. 

• Is the ability to understand false beliefs and other counterfactual states related to the 

ability to understand benevolent social pretense in everyday interactions? For example, 

would infants and toddlers be able to appreciate white lies or public shows of ingroup 

loyalty? 

• In a recent study [29], performance in a nontraditional anticipatory-looking task at 18 

months predicted performance in a moral-intention task involving an accidental 

transgression caused by a false belief at 50 months. What factors are responsible for 

individual differences in young children’s performance? Moreover, do the factors that 

predict children’s performance in traditional tasks, such as parental use of mental-state 

talk, also affect younger children’s performance in (at least some) nontraditional tasks? 

• In a recent study [100], several species of great apes were found to succeed at a 

nontraditional anticipatory-looking task. How does the false-belief understanding of non-

human primates compare to that of humans, in terms of its computational sophistication 

and neurological substrate? 
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